Square Whole Fish

Mobile Fish Merchandiser
Square Whole Fish

Features
- An island display for whole fish merchandising.
- This cabinet has four movable partitions for merchandising different species of fish.
- Stainless steel for robust environments.
- The ticket turrett has four faces for price specialing and notices.
- The cabinet has movable water tank that will hold water (up to 90 litres) from any ice melt. The flow of ice melt is controllable with a tap situated under the base, but accessible using a built-in handle.
- The cabinet can be set on castors for moving around the store.
- This cabinet is a non-refrigerated ice deck design.

Benefits
- Maximise your whole fish sales through effective merchandising.
- The tray is designed to hold enough ice to last for a day in normal store environments.
- Flexibility in merchandising to accommodate different species of fish.
- Designed to merchandise fish at the customer height to get's away from low-height fish bin displays.
- Leakages are reduced through a cabinet designed to hold ice and water.
- The tank is on castors for easy movement and emptying. It is also splash proof in its design.
- Being an island, you can shop from all four sides which encourage's customer interaction and sales.
- Removable trays and dividers for easy cleaning.

Standard
- Case height 1350mm
- Case width 1300mm
- Stainless steel exterior
- Stainless steel interior
- Castors
- Removable tank on castors
- Removable trays and dividers (4)

Options
- Brushed stainless external finish
- No castors

Additional Information
Dimensions and features are subject to change. Please obtain current information prior to order confirmation.

NOTE: We reserve the right to change or revise specifications and product design in connection with any feature of our products. Such changes do not entitle the buyer to corresponding changes, improvements, additions or replacements for equipment previously sold or shipped.